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Good day
Investing in a market with massive amounts of uncertainty is difficult. When
above inflationary returns are few and far between. The difficulties faced by
asset managers such as intensifying global trade wars, navigating our rather
“tricky” political climate and uncertainty over land issues can lead to
performance that is disappointing to say the least.
When we experience these lack lustre returns, we naturally start to question
the strategy – should we change the portfolio? Change asset managers? Is my
money better off in the bank? In South Africa we are not immune to global
investment trends and volatile market conditions.
Our answer is our strategy - The strategy Wealth Creators follows and
continues to believe in is based on unit accumulation rather than solely share
price. What does that mean? When Wealth Creators selects a fund manager to
invest, our clients (and our own) hard earned money, there is countless hours
of research and due diligence carried out. The core of our strategy is ‘Yield’.
Yield can be defined as the income/dividends/distribution paid for owning a
particular share. A portfolio that is well constructed has a high yield in
conjunction with growth assets, which means in trying times as we are
currently experiencing, the distributions that are paid back into your
investment are reinvested, thus creating unit accumulation. Using this
strategy allows us to alleviate a large portion of the volatility experienced by
our current climate and will allow for an extremely powerful compounding
effect when the share price rises or even returns to previous highs.
With over R500,000,000 in assets under management and 90 years combined
experience in financial planning, our method has been tried and tested, with
the research data and analysis to support our approach.
We at Wealth Creators will continue to closely monitor and manage each and
every one of our clients portfolio’s and will continue to walk this road by your
side.
We will gladly meet, answer any questions you may have and look forward to
attaining the goals and purposes of your investments!
Regards
Wealth Creators
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Big Mac Index suggests the rand is hugely
undervalued
The rand is 57.9% undervalued, according to The Economist magazine’s latest
Big Mac Index. Rather than the R14.32 to the dollar it was trading for on Friday
morning, the rand should be about R5.60 to the dollar,
according to The Economist’s "Burgernomics".
The Economist’s latest Big Mac index published on July 11 rated only the
Swiss franc and Swedish krona as overvalued, measured by the price
McDonald’s charges for its Big Mac burger in those countries versus the US.
"A Big Mac costs Sf6.50 in Switzerland and $5.51 in the US. The implied
exchange rate is 1.18. The difference between this and the actual exchange
rate, 0.99, suggests the Swiss franc is 18.8% overvalued," The Economist said.
The most undervalued currency is Egypt’s pound, trading at a discount of
68.2% to the dollar, judging from how McDonald’s has priced its burgers in
Egypt.
The next most undervalued currency is the Ukrainian hryvnia, followed by the
Russian rouble and Malaysian ringgit.
The rand ties as the ninth most undervalued currency with Azerbaijan’s
manat.
"The Big Mac index was invented by The Economist in 1986 as a lighthearted
guide to whether currencies are at their ‘correct’ level," The Economist’s
website said.
"Burgernomics was never intended as a precise gauge of currency misalignment, merely a tool to make exchange-rate theory more digestible. Yet the Big
Mac index has become a global standard, included in several economic textbooks and the subject of dozens of academic studies. For those who take their
fast food more seriously, we also calculate a gourmet version of the index for
48 countries plus the euro area."
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The Power of Staying Invested
Time in the markets vs Timing the markets

A- FTSE JSE Top 40 TR in ZA [320.12%]
B- Absa- Money Market A TR in Za [148.02%]

The history of our markets has been shown to recover and continue its
upward inclination. Therefore, it is extremely important to stay invested, if you
sell out of your portfolio, you risk the chance of missing out on significant
returns during the prolonged recovery period.
If you bought R 1,000,000 shares October 2005 and you stayed invested for the
full term, it would have grown to R 4,289,934.04. If you sold your shares during
the 2008 financial crisis and reinvested that R 1,000,000 a year later in 2009
when our markets started to recover, you would have had R 2,770,601.32 that
is a massive difference of R 1,519,332.72.
If you were to leave your money in cash, it would have returned R 2,466,492.86
over the full term.
This highlights why we should focus on time in the market and not trying to
time the market.
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